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About This Content

Trying to get the most out of your Realm experience at a bargain? This pack contains items worth 50$ and has everything you
need to get your hands on more awesome loot! Feed your pet with powerful items to have a strong companion by your side.
Afterwards chug the potions for better loot and use your keys to open the dungeons of your choice to get that loot! And of

course, you should do it in style - you will find some cool character customization items in here as well!

This pack contains:

1x Ambrosia

2x Double Cheeseburger Deluxe

2x Backpack

2x Loot Tier Potion

2x Loot Drop Potion

1x Puppet Master's Encore Key
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1x Toxic Sewers Key

1x The Hive Key

1x Shatters Key

1x Draconis Key

1x Tomb of the Ancients Key

1x Ocean Trench Key

1x Candy Key

1x Large Ivory Dragon Scale Cloth

1x Large Midnight Dragon Scale Cloth

1x Large Alchemist Cloth

1x Black Accessory Dye

1x Dark Orange Accessory Dye

1x Dark Turquoise Accessory Dye

1x Dark Violet Accessory Dye

Items will be delivered to your gift chests in the game after you buy this pack, wait a few minutes and re-launch the game.
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As a puzzle game, I can't recommend this - the good puzzles are few and far between, and many are effectively guessing which
of the many possible correct answers you're supposed to give. The bulk of the game is a walking sim in the dark.

As a narrative game... ehh. There's nothing new or special. It goes on too long and has so much backtracking. If it were half the
length it would've left a better impression.. Standard platformer but it can get very frustrating...
Checkpoint Charles saves the day (don't ask)

4.5/10. Not exactly as cool as I awaited, but I like playing it and I like the style.

I dunno much about the humor, because I skip most dialogues. The parodies (should I write paroDice?) are nice and cute, but
there is no reason to "waste" time with reading. No decisions, no nothing. For that my lunchbreak is too short.

The system is easy but complex, if you understand how to play. There is a tutorial to teach you the very basics. But then it goes
to the details, like building a deck, clicking this and not knowing what it means to click that.

A few bugs are still in. From simple glitches: if a minion beats another minion but the beaten minion stays sometimes with 0
health (only optical), to counting bugs: some rare times you roll a 5 and the hero only goes 3 fileds forward only (not stopped by
a taunt-minion). You can also meet this bug with the juggernaut card, when the hero rushes forward, even damaging all minions
correctly, pushing the enemy backwards correctly, but keeps standing at the opposite field from the intended landing field.
Edit: and I have to add some commentless crashes (if you are too good ;) ).

Beside that its totally worth playing it compared to the price (3,99 Euro) if you like liittle cute board games.. Enjoyable old
school feeling RPG. It has a lot of the old might and magic feel. The only thing i would ask the developers on the next one is to
only run 1 or 2 party's. It becomes time consuming to build 4 or 5 party's of 6 people. I picked it up on sale and don't regret it.
Thumbs up!. Spent an hour dicking around trying to buy a train for a route and couldn't figure out how, and there is 0 support.
Don't do it.

Update - tutorials, videos, nothing really tells you anything. If I wanted a puzzle game, I'd get a puzzle game.. Its a reamped
version of my old TAIPEI game which was made back in the 90s. While true the anime girls may entice players however if u're
not a fan of casual matching games u wont enjoy this,

Overall i rather enjoyed it. The soundtracks made playing the puzzles enjoyable and the costumes for girls serves as nice
rewards. Its a game where with nothing new, just artwork and soundtracks to make it more enjoyable.

PS. This game was 90% off at the time. While it was enjoyable it is certainly not worth its asking price. Its a short casual game
and thus should be priced as such.. Pretty fun game to play, Uses strategy quite a bit and levels gradually get harder as you go up
and unlock more districts.

Just picked up this game today and i have to say it's pretty fun and for 6.49 dollars is not bad.
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If you like strategy games that don't get repetitive quickly i would suggest this game.

8/10!
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Best purchase in years
10\/10. A very nice game, I would even say almost the best one from this developer in my point of view. My personal favorite is
still Fairy Fencer, but this one is a great one too. Very distinctive style, atmosphere, and concept. Always liked when games
somehow implement classic tales in their story, and this one is a good example. Got to the good heroine ending on the first try,
(which is good, because I don't like when achieveng good end requires a lot of things to do, and when you mess up even a single
one, it's a game over for you) so that's another positive point for me.. Well, i guess it's not bad, just remember, many stages has
one route, turn the wrong pair in the beginning, and you will loos, on top of that, I lost so many times, just be cause the last pair
was on top of each other, which results in a loss, this game is ****** frustrating, and if you expect Pritty "Naked" Girls, this is
NOT the game for you.. Not only is the OST good, but it also helps fund dinorun 2. definitely worth buying. This is a tough little
game. I was happy to see if go into full release. I used to play Culdecept quite a bit on PS2. This game brought back the fun I
had with that game. It is a little hectic and a huge learning curve once you get done with the tutorial. All in all, it is a pretty fun
game.

https://youtu.be/WOZrEtJ46Zc. Fun physics puzzle game where you use objects and place stuff to destroy buildings.

More puzzle-y than Blast Corps, which was a Nintendo 64 game in which you used different vehicles and their special
properties/abilities to demolish everything in sight.
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